
Often when I am sorting out a topic too big for my adult brain, or sometimes when I am writing a 
story as a gift for someone, I go to this muskrat community for setting, always on the edge of the 
little living creek in The Narrow Way Wood. So my thanks to a few friends for letting me borrow 
bits of scene-setting to use here from earlier writing that was given to them.  – Cindy Ragsdale 
______ 
 
Pinecone Piles & Peripheral Vision 
 
Once there was a little muskrat community that lived along (and in and under) a creek in 
The Narrow Way Wood. Many generations of muskrats had felt drawn to live right there 
because of that little creek—it seemed to be magic, for though it was a tiny bit of water in 
the middle of flat ol’ Indiana, it flowed on all the time, through all four seasons, every 
day, all year.  It seemed to be almost living water, with a personality all its own. The little 
living creek in The Narrow Way Wood provided some 500-plus muskrats with leafy 
shade and shelter (as they lived tucked under tree roots in the creek banks), and 
sustenance that never ran out. 
 
As you would expect, the muskrat community by the little living creek in The Narrow 
Way Wood was made up of muskrats of every age—from older wise ones whose fur was 
turning a touch silver; to weary middle-age muskrats, some of whom seemed a little 
dazed by being busy muskrat moms and dads; to chattery, playful, kiddy muskrats who 
ran in freedom the length of the creek in The Wood; to a mess of tiny furball baby 
muskrats who couldn’t yet run but were fun to hold and nuzzle sometimes. 
 
The muskrat community by the little living creek in The Narrow Way Wood was made 
up of muskrats of every kind of personality and talent too. And each muskrat had a part to 
play. Martha muskrat, who lived under the east bank, in a clean-swept den, did her work 
of pine-cone sorting with what she felt to be an admirable fervor and precision. She did 
her work just above her den on the smooth earth atop the bank, under a great spanning 
cedar tree. Other muskrats, whose job it was to harvest pinecones up and down the bank 
of the living creek in The Narrow Way Wood, brought their collected pinecones to 
Martha muskrat throughout each day, and it was her job to sort them small from medium 
from large. This was important work, she knew. 
 
At this time of year, just after the big thaw, the large pinecones were being used by the 
muskrat maintenance crew to repair the dam down the way at big birch bend. Each year, 
as the Great Muskrat Creator melted winter away, rushing water generated need for 
repairs to the dam, and Martha felt something . . . was it “purpose”? . . . in fulfilling her 
role. 
 
(Martha’s large-pinecone stockpile plan, for as long as she could remember, unfolded 
several times daily as follows: On the south arc of the circumference of the sheltering 
cedar under which she worked, 4 rows of 6 large pinecones constituted a bottom layer, 
aligned like troops, with scales interlocking side by side just so, each nudged into a slight 
overlap with its neighbor by Martha’s careful hind paw, so as to not stick together 
inconveniently when the muskrat maintenance crew came to retrieve them, but to 
accommodate an above layer still to come with nothing toppling out of place. When 



Martha had built a bottom layer to precise plan, 15 cozy pockets were left for a second 
layer of large pinecones to be nestled in upside-down among the bottom 24. So it went, 
throughout each spring day.) 
 
The medium pinecones would be used for doors and fortifying walls for dens that needed 
them, or dens that just seemed to want a new spruced-up something for spring. Martha 
muskrat always was surprised that some of her muskrat neighbors—sensible muskrats!—
modest and mild!—her friends and siblings under the Great Muskrat Creator!—just up 
and replaced perfectly good pinecone doors with new ones, sometimes just because of an 
interesting shape, or a certain slope of the scales. “But spring did that to creatures 
sometimes, didn’t it?” mused Martha, but only for just a moment, as she knew she 
couldn’t pause too long for muse-y philosophizing. “Not today! Too much to do!” She 
shook her head to shake out the wayward thoughts and went on to assemble the medium 
pinecone pile much like the large but requiring a different math so as to fill a more-or-
less parallel space to the large pinecone stockpile aligned across from it. 
 
(Construction of the medium pinecone pile is to be understood as follows: On the north 
edge of the circumference of the sheltering cedar, 5 rows of 8 medium pinecones 
constitute a bottom layer, with scales interlocking side by side, nudged into slight 
overlap, so as to not stick together inconveniently but to accommodate an above layer of 
28 medium pinecones to be nestled in upside-down among the bottom 40.) 
 
The very smallest pinecones would be used for a new crop of baby muskrat chairs, the 
tops of the little pinecones lopped off in a skillful scoop to fit baby muskrat bottoms just 
right.  
 
(Martha muskrat prepared her small pinecone stash as follows: Surrounding the trunk of 
the big cedar were 5 good-sized roots sitting partially above the dirt, partially below. The 
spaces between the exposed roots served as perfect corrals for the small pinecones which, 
when placed only on the north-ish side of each root, were safe from the threat of sudden 
winds, which never really happened, but certainly could, and Martha was prepared.) 
 
Martha paused just a moment from her toil of tucking each small pinecone side by side 
against the big protective roots of her big protective cedar tree that sat atop her cozy 
clean-swept den below, at the edge of the living water in The Narrow Way Wood. She 
smiled a bit in thinking of the crafters of these baby chairs—the Order of Animal 
Artisans—a free-feeling bunch of her brothers and sisters whom she heard sometimes at 
dusk, laughing together around a birch wood fire, eating service berries like candy or 
maybe drinking elderberry wine. She knew she could sit with them any time, of course, 
but there usually were tasks to be handled in her own den at the end of a work day, and 
accomplishing them made her feel . . . something . . . was it purpose maybe? . . . or safety 
or . . . ? 
 
Shaken suddenly out of her reverie, Martha shoved away her smile in a hurry as small 
pinecones were indeed shifting a bit in the spring breeze! Heavens! She hustled to snug 



them in a little closer to one another—she may just have to implement the just-so-slight-
overlap for the small ones too!—and went back to work. 
 
As Martha muskrat dug back in to her work, it occurred to her: The smallest pinecones 
just happen to be the softest pinecones, not altogether woody but a little giving and 
forgiving for little claws and paws to scamper up and down as they learn their balance 
and grip. “It’s almost as if the Great Muskrat Creator,” thought Martha, “intended that to 
happen in nature on purpose and intended for the Order of Animal Artisans to think to 
use the small pinecones and. . . .” 
 
Without even noticing, Martha muskrat had begun to do what she sometimes did when 
doing this part of her job . . . this part of her job that nearly touched up against a new and 
creative thing, nearly approached artistry and not just order . . . she began absentmindedly 
to rearrange the smallest pinecones by color and shade so that the Artisans could more 
easily handpick their materials from the stash by whichever hues inspired them on a 
given day. Some days she even sorted by texture, separating cones covered by a soft 
mossy film from those with intricate grainy patterns built in. Some days this happened, 
and Martha couldn’t put it into words, but it was the very difference between a day 
feeling “done,” and a day feeling almost “lived” . . . this so short venture outside of 
mundane maintenance into a brush with “nuance” or “ambiance” or “beauty” or 
“subtlety” or some very impractical word like that. Martha could shake off an impractical 
word pretty readily, and she often did. 
 
But on these early spring days, impractical words could be tougher to resist. The light in 
late afternoon was magical under the tree, bringing floaty, sparkles like fairies into 
Martha’s peripheral vision as she worked. She could just barely abide “peripheral vision” 
(it was a phrase that ran in her mind to the same place as the impractical words). “Keep 
your mind on the task in front of you, Miss Martha,” is what she would tell herself in the 
voice of . . . whom? Whose voice was that? Truth be told, Grandma Myrtle muskrat who 
had raised Martha from when she was a little furball muskrat baby would have 
encouraged Martha to shift her vision just a smidge, away from the task at hand, to catch 
a little fairy light. 
 
All of Martha’s growing-up seasons, Grandma Myrtle would stroll with Martha into the 
field just behind their Narrow Way Wood. Up and down the cornrows Grandma Myrtle 
would amble and Martha would scamper, through tall and shadowy towers of corn in the 
summer, where Martha felt tiny and protected by her grandma and by the Great Muskrat 
Creator too, and through the short stubble in the fall and winter after the farmer-neighbor 
had harvested. In the short stubble, Martha could stand on paw-tips and barely see above 
the stubby cut cornstalks to the grand, broad, hoosier horizon, and she felt such 
possibilities and wonder! On all these walks, through all her young muskrat seasons, 
Grandma Myrtle would ask Martha to guess, “what color butterfly will we see today?” or 
“what song will the katydid be singing?” or “which inchworm will be winning the race?” 
or “how much water can you drink off the end of that icicle?” 
  



Abruptly, Martha muskrat sighed heavy, as if to say, “done.” All these voices from 
unseen sources—“keep your mind on the task in front of you” versus “beauty” and 
“nuance”—the battle in her furry head made Martha feel a tad alive but also tired, like 
she didn’t know what to do with “alive” so needed just to lie down. She couldn’t sort out 
who was what voice, and the work day was done enough she supposed, and how in the 
wide world could the next work day of maintenance and counting and order go along as it 
needed to if she spent too much time in this speculation of . . . was it “aliveness”? What 
was the word that she felt in her throat? And why was that mystery-word suddenly 
accompanied by a lump in her throat too? And by what means was she feeling a hint of 
connection from the mystery word in her throat (with the lump) and the mystery word 
traveling up to her dark eyes, where there were the very, very dew-drop beginnings of 
tears, and traveling down her furry arms to the tips of her fore-paws, which were 
suddenly lovely and miraculous to her, as they gripped root after root as Martha let 
herself down the steep bank to the level of her den. 
 
Martha saw what was happening here. Already she was suffering a bit from accidentally 
using her peripheral vision . . . sliding off-focus a tiny tad toward the non-essentials of 
upright muskrat life! She felt it already; it was especially a bit confusing to climb down 
the roots of her section of bank on those days where she felt more alive, as she also felt 
almost happily hazy, and this could be disorienting and wobbly. Martha didn’t really 
mean to, but she mostly avoided invoking the wobblys in any way. 
 
Shaking off the nonsense thoughts about her lovely, capable, miraculous paws and other 
peripheral things, Martha made her way carefully the rest of the way down to the little 
living creek. She waded in a bit to splash the pine sap and dust from her back paws, and 
bent to rinse the front ones, righted herself, shook her hazy head, and went in for the 
night. 
 
So ended another day of routine for Martha muskrat, in her clean-swept den under the 
great spanning cedar on the east bank of the little living creek in The Narrow Way Wood. 
This night, she took a little supper of wild onion stew and crushed black walnuts. She 
washed her pointy face and padded toward bed. Tomorrow was the day of the week when 
The Narrow Way Wood community gathered as muskrats en masse to worship the Great 
Muskrat Creator / Messiah / Mist-Maker (3-in-1). She stopped at her bedside table—a 
medium-sized pinecone, sheered off at an appropriate height, holding a smooth birch bark 
square atop sealed with clear cedar sap-resin glaze—and glanced peripherally at the Great 
Muskrat Manual resting upon the table as she climbed into bed. She didn’t open the Great 
Book, but she moved it to rest on the edge of the table closest to her. Martha closed her 
eyes and fell asleep counting impractical words . . . beauty . . . . nuance . . . craft . . . truth 
. . . alive . . . 
 


